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Completely Transitive Codes in Hamming Graphs
MICHAEL GIUDICI† AND CHERYL E. PRAEGER
A code in a graph 0 is a non-empty subset C of the vertex set V of 0. Given C , the partition
of V according to the distance of the vertices away from C is called the distance partition of C . A
completely regular code is a code whose distance partition has a certain regularity property. A special
class of completely regular codes are the completely transitive codes. These are completely regular
codes such that the cells of the distance partition are orbits of some group of automorphisms of the
graph. This paper looks at these codes in the Hamming Graphs and provides a structure theorem
which shows that completely transitive codes are made up of either transitive or nearly complete,
completely transitive codes. The results of this paper suggest that particular attention should be paid
to those completely transitive codes of transitive type.
c© 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
A code C in the graph 0 is a non-empty subset of the vertex set V of 0. In keeping with
the motivation of error-correcting codes, we refer to vertices in the code as codewords. The
trivial code is the code consisting of a single codeword while the complete code is the code
consisting of all the vertices of 0. We note that an error-correcting code of length m over a
field of size q can be considered as a code in the corresponding Hamming Graph H(m, q)
(which will be defined below). We define the covering radius of C as
t = max{d(α,C) : α ∈ V },
where d(α,C) is the distance between α and the code C given by d(α,C) = min{d(α, β) :
β ∈ C}. For 0 ≤ i ≤ t , we define
Ci = {α ∈ V : d(α,C) = i}.
The set {C0 = C,C1, . . . ,Ct } partitions V and is known as the distance partition of C , and
the Ci are called its cells. We also define the minimum distance of a code C to be
δ = min{d(α, β) : α, β ∈ C, α 6= β}.
A partition {B1, . . . , Br } of V is equitable if, for all i and j , the number of neighbours of a
vertex in Bi , in the cell B j , is independent of the vertex chosen in Bi . We then say that a code
C is completely regular if the distance partition of C is equitable. This definition is the one
used by Godsil [6, p. 208] and was proved by Neumaier in [9] to be equivalent to that given
in [2, p. 346]. These codes are of great interest because in distance regular graphs, all perfect
codes are completely regular, (see [9]).
A special class of completely regular codes is the class of completely transitive codes. We
say that a code in the graph 0 is completely transitive if there exists a subgroup G of the group
of automorphisms of 0, such that each cell Ci in the distance partition of C is an orbit of G. If
we wish to specify the group G, we say that C is G-completely transitive. This definition was
introduced by Godsil and the second author in [7], where they studied completely transitive
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codes in the Johnson Graphs. Clearly, a completely transitive code is completely regular.
Patrick Sole´ [10] gave a different definition for completely transitive codes in the case of
linear binary codes. We will extend this definition to the case of any linear code and from now
on will call such a code coset-completely transitive. We discuss this definition in Section 3,
where for any linear code we define the group NC .Aut(C) associated with C and prove the
following theorem:
THEOREM 1.1. Let C be a linear code in the graph H(m, q). Then C is coset-completely
transitive if and only if C is NC .Aut(C)-completely transitive.
Then in the case of binary and ternary linear codes we can extend this result to:
THEOREM 1.2. Let C be a binary or ternary linear code. Then C is completely transitive
if and only if C is coset-completely transitive.
We show in Example 3.1 that the assertion of Theorem 1.2 is false for prime powers q ≥
7, q 6= 8.
In this paper we look at completely transitive codes in the Hamming Graphs. The vertices
of the Hamming Graph H(m, q) are the m-tuples with entries from a set Q of size q . Two
vertices are joined by an edge if and only if they differ in exactly one entry. The automorphism
group Aut(0) of the Hamming Graph 0 = H(m, q) is the wreath product SqwrSm ([2, The-
orem 9.2.1]); Aut(0) is a semidirect product N .H where for g = (g1, . . . , gm) ∈ N ∼= Smq ,
and σ ∈ H ∼= Sm we have:
αg = (αg11 , . . . , αgmm ),
ασ = (α1σ−1 , . . . , αmσ−1),
for all vertices α = (α1, . . . , αm) ∈ V . The map gσ 7→ σ defines a natural homomorphism
τ : Aut(0) → H and the image H ∼= Sm is the group of permutations of the entries of the
m-tuples.
In Section 4 we define two types of codes; G-transitive and G-nearly-complete (Defini-
tion 4.1) codes. Then in Section 5 we prove the following theorem which shows that com-
pletely transitive codes are essentially one of these two types:
THEOREM 1.3. An incomplete code C in the Hamming graph H(m, q) is completely tran-
sitive if and only if there exists i such that 1 ≤ i ≤ m and, rearranging the entries if necessary,
C = C×Qm−i where C is a completely transitive code in H(i, q)which is transitive or nearly
complete.
In Section 6, we investigate the structure of G-nearly-complete, G-completely transitive
codes. To do this, we introduce the concept of a section C(β, J ) of a code C relative to a
codeword β and a subset of entries J (Definition 6.1). This process is similar to the formation
of a contraction of a design (see [1, p. 67]). It turns out that for any completely transitive code
C , we can find a section which is a completely transitive code of transitive type.
THEOREM 1.4. Let C be a completely transitive code in the graph H(m, q). Then there
exists a section C(β, J ) relative to a subset J of entries and a codeword β such that C(β, J )
is a completely transitive code of transitive type in H(|J |, q).
This last result suggests that particular attention needs to be paid to the examples of transi-
tive type. We begin this task in a sequel to this paper. The results in Section 5 were part of the
honours dissertation of the first author while the results of Sections 3 and 6 form a part of the
the first author’s master’s thesis [5].
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2. PRELIMINARIES
First, we verify that completely transitive codes are completely regular.
LEMMA 2.1. If a code C in a graph 0 is G-completely transitive, for some G 6 Aut(0),
C is completely regular.
PROOF. Let t be the covering radius of C and then let 0 ≤ i ≤ t . Then as Ci is a G-orbit,
for all α, β ∈ Ci there exists a g ∈ G such that αg = β. Hence, for all j , C j ∩ 0(α) and
C j ∩ 0(β) = (C j ∩ 0(α))g have the same cardinality. This means that the distance partition
of C is an equitable partition, so C is a completely regular code. 2
The next lemma follows immediately from the definition of a completely transitive code,
and its proof is omitted. For a group G acting on a set V , and a subset C of V , GC denotes
the setwise stabilizer of C in G.
LEMMA 2.2. A code C in a graph 0 is G-completely transitive for some G 6 Aut(0) if
and only if C is an (Aut(0)C )-completely transitive code.
We also have the following lemma essentially from [7]:
LEMMA 2.3. Let C be a code in the graph0 with covering radius t . Then C is G-completely
transitive if and only if Ct is G-completely transitive.
So completely transitive codes arise in pairs. It will sometimes be convenient to extend the
notation for completely transitive codes as follows:
DEFINITION. Let C be a code in the graph 0 and let G be a group. We say that C is
G-completely transitive if there exists a permutation representation
ϕ : G −→ Aut(0),
such that C is (G)ϕ-completely transitive.
If confusion over the permutation representation may occur, we will state which one we are
using.
3. COSET-COMPLETELY TRANSITIVE CODES
Let C be a linear code of length m over a field of size q . If q = 2, the automorphism group
Aut(C) of C as a linear code is the stabilizer in Sm of the code C . If q is prime, then we define
Aut(C) to consist of all monomial matrices in GL(m, q) which fix C setwise, that is, the
largest subgroup of F∗qwrSm which stabilizes C . Here F∗q acts on Q = Fq by multiplication.
Note that the binary case is just a special case of this as F∗2 = 1 and so the monomial matrices
in GL(m, 2) are just the permutation matrices of degree m. If q is a proper power of a prime,
then we allow Aut(C) to also include any field automorphisms of the coresponding field Fq
which fix our code C . That is, Aut(C) is the largest subgroup of (F∗qwrSm).AutFq which fixes
C setwise. (See [8, Chap. 8, Section 5].)
Now as C is linear, it is disjoint from each of its additive cosets x + C distinct from C
(x ∈ Fmq ). Moreover, Aut(C) induces an action on the set of cosets of C in the following way;
for all σ ∈ Aut(C) and for every vertex x ∈ Fmq ,
(x+ C)σ = xσ + C.
Sole´’s concept of a completely transitive binary linear code, introduced in [10] was:
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DEFINITION. Let C be a binary linear code with covering radius t . Then C is coset-
completely transitive if Aut(C) has t + 1 orbits on the cosets of C .
We now extend this definition to a linear code over any finite field.
DEFINITION. Let C be a linear code with covering radius t . Then C is coset-completely
transitive if Aut(C) has t + 1 orbits on the cosets of C .
If C is coset-completely transitive, then C is not usually Aut(C)-completely transitive by
our definition. This is because Aut(C) is often not even transitive on C , for example, when C
has codewords of different weights. To show that Sole´’s definition is equivalent to ours, we
need to find some larger group G corresponding to C such that C is G-completely transitive.
For v = (v1, . . . , vm) ∈ Fmq , define gv = (g1, . . . , gm) ∈ Smq to be the translation by v,
that is, for all u ∈ Fmq the image of u under v is u + v. In fact, in the case where q = 2, each
g ∈ Sm2 is equal to gv for some v ∈ Fm2 . For a linear code C , we define
NC = {gc : c ∈ C},
the set of all translations of Fmq by vectors in C . Note that NC is a subgroup since C is linear.
We now have the following lemma.
LEMMA 3.1. If C is a linear code in Fmq then:
(1) NC 6 Smq .
(2) Aut(C) normalizes NC .
(3) G = NC .Aut(C) 6 Smq .Sm .
(4) G fixes C setwise.
(5) The NC -orbits are the cosets of C; in particular, C is a G-orbit.
(6) If q = 2 or 3, G is the stabilizer in SqwrSm of C.
PROOF. (1) As C is a subspace of Fmq , 0 ∈ C and so 1 ∈ NC. Also, for all gc, gb ∈ NC,
we have that gcgb = gc+b. As C is a subspace, c + b ∈ C and so gc+b ∈ NC . For
all gc ∈ NC , as C is a subspace, g−c ∈ NC and gcg−c = gc−c = 1. Hence NC is a
subgroup of Smq .
(2) Let σ ∈ Aut(C), gc ∈ NC , and set b = cσ . Then b ∈ C since σ ∈ Aut(C). Also,
since σ preserves addition, a straightforward computation shows that σ−1gcσ maps
each m-tuple u to u + b, that is, σ−1gcσ = gb. Hence Aut(C) normalizes NC .
(3) Since Aut(C) normalizes NC , the set G = NC .Aut(C) forms a semidirect product and
so G 6 Smq .Sm .
(4) As each element of NC acts on C by translating by a codeword in C and since C is a
subspace, NC fixes C setwise. Then, since Aut(C) also fixes C setwise by definition,
G = NC .Aut(C) fixes C setwise.
(5) Clearly NC fixes each coset of C setwise. Let x, y ∈ v + C . Then y − x ∈ C and so
gy−x ∈ NC . Also xgy−x = x + y − x = y. Hence NC is transitive on v + C and so C
is an NC -orbit. Also since G fixes C setwise, C is a G-orbit.
(6) Let H be the stabilizer in SqwrSm of C . Then as G fixes C setwise, G 6 H . Suppose
that H 6= G. Then there exists gσ ∈ H\G where g ∈ Smq and σ ∈ Sm . Now gσ : 0 7→ x
for some x ∈ C , and g−x ∈ NC maps x to 0. Hence the permutation gσg−x fixes 0, and
gσg−x ∈ H\G. Thus, there exists g′σ ′ ∈ H\G which fixes 0. If q = 2, then g′ ∈ Sm2
and so g′ = gv for some v ∈ Fm2 . Thus
g′σ ′ : 0 7→ (0+ v)σ ′ = 0,
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and hence v = 0, so σ ′ ∈ H ∩ Sm = Aut(C). Therefore g′σ ′ ∈ G; a contradiction.
Hence H = G. If q = 3, then
g′σ ′ : 0 7→ (0g′)σ ′ = 0,
and hence g′ fixes 0. So g′ ∈ (F∗3)m and hence g′σ ′ ∈ (F∗3wrSm) ∩ H = Aut(C).
Therefore g′σ ′ ∈ G; a contradiction. Hence H = G. 2
We now use this lemma to prove the following theorem which shows that coset-completely
transitive, linear codes are completely transitive under our definition. We also prove a par-
tial converse: if C is G-completely transitive with G 6 NC .Aut(C) (that is, for G involving
only translations and ‘linear’ automorphisms), then C is coset-completely transitive. The for-
ward implication in the binary case was proved in [4, Theorem 4.5.3]. Theorem 1.1 follows
immediately from it.
THEOREM 3.1. Let C be a linear code in the graph 0 = H(m, q) where q is a prime
power. Then C is coset-completely transitive if and only if C is (NC .Aut(C))-completely tran-
sitive.
PROOF. Let {C,C1, . . . ,Ct } be the distance partition of the vertices of H(m, q) deter-
mined by C . Let x ∈ Ci . Then x differs from some codeword b say, in i coordinates and this
is the smallest such distance between x and any codeword. Thus, for all c ∈ C we have that
d(x+c, b+c) = i and hence since b+c ∈ C as C is linear, we have that d(x+c,C) ≤ i . Now
suppose that d(x + c,C) = j < i . Then there exists d ∈ C such that d(x + c, d) = j . How-
ever this implies that d(x, d−c) = j and d−c ∈ C as C is linear. Therefore d(x,C) ≤ j < i
which is a contradiction and so d(x + c,C) = i for all c ∈ C , that is, the coset x + C is con-
tained in the cell Ci . Thus each Ci is a union of complete cosets of C , and each Ci is fixed
setwise by NC .Aut(C).
Suppose that C is coset-completely transitive, so the number of orbits of Aut(C) on cosets
is t + 1. Hence the set of cosets of C in Ci forms an orbit of Aut(C) on C-cosets. Also from
Lemma 3.1, each coset of C is an NC -orbit, and hence NC .Aut(C) is transitive on each Ci .
So C is (NC .Aut(C))-completely transitive.
Conversely, suppose that C is (NC .Aut(C))-completely transitive. Then NC .Aut(C) has
t + 1 orbits on Fmq and hence Aut(C) has t + 1 orbits on the cosets of C . So C is coset-
completely transitive. 2
We can now prove the following theorem which shows that in the case where q = 2 or 3
and C is linear, the two definitions of completely transitive codes are equivalent. Theorem 1.2
follows immediately.
THEOREM 3.2. Let C be a linear code in the graph H(m, q) where q = 2 or 3. Then C is
coset-completely transitive if and only if C is completely transitive.
PROOF. The forward implication was proved in Theorem 3.1. If there exists G 6 SqwrSm
such that C is G-completely transitive, by Lemma 2.2, C is H -completely transitive, where
H is the stabilizer in SqwrSm of C . Also, by Lemma 3.1, H = NC .Aut(C) and so, by Theo-
rem 3.1, C is coset-completely transitive. 2
Theorem 3.2 does not hold for all q , as when q ≥ 4 we cannot guarantee that the stabilizer
of C in SqwrSm is NC .Aut(C). We have the following family of examples of completely
transitive linear codes which are not coset-completely transitive.
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EXAMPLE 3.1. Let q ≥ 7 be a power of a prime p, with q 6= 8 and let C be the repetition
code in F3q , that is, C = {(a, a, a) : a ∈ Fq}. Then
C1 = {(b, a, a), (a, b, a), (a, a, b) : a, b ∈ Fmq and a 6= b},
and
C2 = {(a, b, c) : a 6= b 6= c 6= a}.
Let G = Sq .S3 where g ∈ Sq maps (x1, x2, x3) ∈ F3q to (xg1 , xg2 , xg3 ). Then, as Sq acts
3-transitively on Fq , the orbits of G are C , C1 and C2. Hence C is G-completely transitive.
Now Aut(C) = F∗q .S3AutFq where F∗q acts on F3q by scalar multiplication, that is, λ ∈ F∗q
maps x ∈ F3q to λx. The cosets of C contained in C1 are all of those cosets of the form
(a, 0, 0) + C , (0, a, 0) + C and (0, 0, a) + C where a ∈ F∗q . There are 3(q − 1) such cosets
and so there are q2 − 3(q − 1) − 1 = (q − 2)(q − 1) cosets of C contained in C2. Now
|Aut(C)| = 6(q − 1) logp q and so if Aut(C) had the set of cosets of C contained in C2 as
an orbit on cosets, we would have that (q − 2)(q − 1) divides 6(q − 1) logp q. However, this
does not happen for q ≥ 7, q 6= 8 and so C is not coset-completely transitive.
4. EXAMPLES OF COMPLETELY TRANSITIVE CODES
Before providing some examples of completely transitive codes in the Hamming Graphs,
we introduce some notation for the vertex set. We denote the vertex set of the graph H(m, q)
by Q1×· · ·×Qm = Qm where Q = {1, . . . , q}. We also denote the set of entries {1, . . . ,m}




Q j . (1)
Then we define the graph H(J, q) as the Hamming Graph with vertex set Q J (and two vertices
are adjacent if and only if they differ in one coordinate). Note that H(J, q) is isomorphic to
H(|J |, q).
As the Hamming Graphs are distance transitive, the trivial code, C = {α} is G-completely
transitive with G the stabilizer in SqwrSm of the vertex α.
EXAMPLE 4.1. By Theorem 3.1, the examples provided by Sole´ in [10] provide us with
examples of completely transitive codes. So we have the following examples of G-completely
transitive codes in the Hamming Graphs:
(1) The binary Hamming code C of length 2r − 1 with G = NC .GL(r, 2);
(2) The extended binary Hamming code C of length 2r with G = NC .AGL(r, 2);
(3) The binary Golay code C with G = NC .M23;
(4) The extended binary Golay code C with G = NC .M24;
where the group NC is the group of translations by codewords in C .
Using our extension of the definition of coset-completely transitive codes we can also show
that the following are completely transitive.
(1) The Hamming code C of length (qr − 1)/(q − 1) over a field of size q. Here C is
a perfect, single error-correcting code and so t = 1 and the coset representatives for
the cosets of C can be chosen to be all of weight one. C is a cyclic code so Aut(C) is
transitive on entries and as C is a linear code, it is fixed by scalar multiplication. Thus
Aut(C) is transitive on cosets distinct from C .
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(2) The ternary Golay code C of length 12. From [8, p. 645] we obtain the generators of the
automorphism group of C and then via a MAGMA ([3]) calculation we can determine
that Aut(C) is transitive on cosets.
(3) The perfect ternary Golay code C of length 11. The automorphism group of this code
is the stabilizer of one coordinate in the automorphism group of the extended ternary
Golay code. This can then be determined from above and then another MAGMA ([3])
calculation gives us the fact that Aut (C) is transitive on cosets.
We now define two types of codes. For I ⊆ M let
5I : Qm → Q I
denote the natural projection.
DEFINITION. Let G be a group and let C be a G-invariant code in the graph H(m, q) under
the permutation representation:
ϕ : G −→ Aut(H(m, q)).
We say that C is G-transitive if the action of ϕ(G) on entries is transitive. We say that C is
G-nearly-complete if C is not of transitive type and, for every proper G-invariant subset I of
M , we have 5I (C) = Q I .
The examples provided in Example 4.1 are examples of G-transitive, G-completely transi-
tive codes.
We now provide several examples of G-nearly-complete, G-completely transitive codes.
EXAMPLE 4.2. Let C be the repetition code {(δ, δ) : δ ∈ Qn} in the graph H(2n, q) and
let G = {(g, g) : g ∈ SqwrSn}.
Now G fixes C setwise and has orbits {1, . . . , n} and {n + 1, . . . , 2n} on entries; hence C
is G-nearly-complete. Also, C is an orbit of G in H(2n, q) as SqwrSn is transitive on Qn .
Then, for all i = 0, . . . , t , each Ci is G-invariant.
Let i = 1, . . . , t , and let (δ, γ ) ∈ Ci . Then there exists (λ, λ) ∈ C such that d((δ, γ ),
(λ, λ)) = i . Therefore, d(λ, δ) = k and d(γ, λ) = l where k+ l = i and so d(δ, γ ) ≤ k+ l =
i . However if d(δ, γ ) = j < i , we have that d((δ, γ ), (δ, δ)) = j and so d(C, (δ, γ )) ≤ j < i
which is a contradiction. Therefore d(δ, γ ) = i and so Ci ⊆ {(δ, γ ) : d(δ, γ ) = i} for all
i . Now suppose that d(δ, γ ) = d(ξ, η) = i . Then as H(n, q) is a distance transitive graph,
there exists g ∈ SqwrSn such that (δg, γ g) = (ξ, η) = (δ, γ )g where g = (g, g) ∈ G.
Therefore Ci = {(δ, γ ) : d(γ, δ) = i} and each Ci is a G-orbit. Hence C is a G-nearly-
complete, G-completely transitive code of covering radius t = n. By Lemma 2.3, Ct is also a
G-completely transitive code, and Ct is also G-nearly-complete.
EXAMPLE 4.3. Let C = {(α1, . . . , αm) : ∑mi=1 αi = 0} be a code in the graph H(m, q)
where q is a power of a prime and we take Q to be the field Fq . Then for all j = 1, . . . ,m,
we have that 5M\ j (C) = QM\ j . Thus C will be G-nearly-complete for any G which fixes C
setwise and is intransitive on M .
Let α ∈ C and let β be any vertex in H(m, q). Then
α + β = (α1 + β1, . . . , αm + βm),
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and if β ∈ C then α + β ∈ C as ∑(αi + βi ) = ∑αi +∑βi = 0. For all α ∈ Qm , let
gα ∈ Smq denote ‘translation by α’, that is gα : β 7→ β + α. Then
N = {gα : α ∈ Qm} 6 Smq ,
and also
NC = {gα : α ∈ C} 6 Smq .
Now for all α and β ∈ C , let γ = β − α. Then γ ∈ C as ∑(βi − αi ) =∑βi −∑αi = 0.
So αgγ = α + β − α = β. Therefore NC is transitive on C .
As 5M\ j (C) = QM\ j , we have that t = 1. Therefore for all α such that ∑αi 6= 0, α must
belong to C1.
Now the subgroup H = N .(F∗qwrSm) of SqwrSm preserves the structure of H(m, q) as
an m-dimensional vector space over Fq , and the subgroup of H which leaves C invariant is
NC .F∗q .Sm where λ ∈ F∗q acts as scalar multiplication, λ : β 7→ λβ.
Now let α, β ∈ C1. Then ∑αi = k and ∑βi = l for some k, l ∈ F∗q . Now there exists
µ ∈ F∗q such that kµ = l and hence
∑
(βi−µαi ) = 0, so γ := β−µα ∈ C . Then (µα)gγ = β
and so HC = NC .F∗q is transitive on C1. So C is an HC -completely transitive code in H(m, q).
Also for all σ ∈ Sm we have that Cσ = C . Now choose any L 6 Sm with orbits I1, . . . , Is on
M and let G = HC .L . Then if s = 1, C is a G-transitive, G-completely transitive code, while
if s ≥ 2, C is a G-nearly-complete, G-completely transitive code. Also, by Lemma 2.3, C1 is
a G-completely transitive code which is either G-transitive or G-nearly-complete depending
on s.
5. PROJECTING CODES
For a code C and a subset I = {i1, . . . , ik} ⊆ M ,5I (C) is a code in the graph H(I, q). If C
has covering radius t , then 5I (C) has distance partition {5I (C), (5I (C))1, . . . , (5I (C))r }
for some r ≤ t . First we relate the distance partitions of C and 5I (C).
LEMMA 5.1. Let C be a code in H(m, q), then for all i = 0, . . . , t , (5I (C))i ⊆ 5I (Ci ).
PROOF. Without loss of generality, we can take I to be {1, . . . , k}. Then for all α =
(α1, . . . , αk) ∈ (5I (C))i , there exists β = (β1, . . . , βk) ∈ 5I (C) such that d(α, β) = i
and i is the smallest distance between α and any point in 5I (C). So there exists β ′ =
(β1, . . . , βk, β ′k+1, . . . , β ′m) ∈ C. Let α′ = (α1, . . . , αk, β ′k+1, . . . , β ′m). Then d(α′, β ′) =
i and 5I (α′) = α. Moreover, d(α′,C) = i since, if α′ ∈ C j , for some j < i , then
d(α,5I (C)) ≤ j which contradicts α ∈ (5I (C))i . Therefore α′ ∈ Ci . Thus (5I (C))i ⊆
5I (Ci ). 2
If C is a G-completely transitive code, we want to be able to carry the group information
with us when we project our code. We do this by choosing I to be G-invariant. Then we can
define a permutation representation ρI of G on H(I, q) by:
ρI (g) : H(I, q) −→ H(I, q),
5I (α) 7−→ 5I (αg),
and ρI (G) 6 Aut(H(I, q)). This proves a useful way of obtaining smaller completely transi-
tive codes as we have the following theorem.
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THEOREM 5.1. Let C be a G-completely transitive code with covering radius t in the
graph H(m, q) and let I be a G-invariant subset of M. Then 5I (C) is a G-completely tran-
sitive code with covering radius r in the graph H(I, q), where the action of G on H(I, q) is
given by ρI , and (5I (C))i = 5I (Ci ) for all i ≤ r .
PROOF. It is straightforward to check that5I (C) is G-invariant (relative to ρI ). Moreover,
for all α, β ∈ 5I (C) there exist α′, β ′ ∈ C such that 5I (α′) = α and 5I (β ′) = β. Then
as C is a G-orbit , there exists g ∈ G such that (α′)g = β ′. Let g = ρI (g). Then αg = β.
Therefore 5I (C) is a ρI (G)-orbit.
Now 5I (C) has distance partition
{5I (C), (5I (C))1, . . . , (5I (C))r }
for some r ≤ t . We need to prove that (5I (C))i is a ρI (G)-orbit for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r .
Since 5I (C) is a ρI (G)-orbit, (5I (C))i is fixed setwise by ρI (G) for each i = 1, . . . , r .
By Lemma 5.1, for α ∈ (5I (C))i there exists α′ ∈ Ci such that5I (α′) = α. Let β ∈ 5I (Ci ).
Then there exists β ′ ∈ Ci such that5I (β ′) = β. Since Ci is a G-orbit, there exists g ∈ G such
that (α′)g = β ′. So if we let g = ρI (g), we have αg = β. This implies that β ∈ (5I (C))i
since (5I (C))i is invariant under g, and hence 5I (Ci ) = (5I (C))i . It also implies that
(5I (C))i is a ρI (G)-orbit and hence 5I (C) is a G-completely transitive code. 2
In many cases it turns out that the projection is a complete code, that is, 5I (C) = Q I .
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let G 6 SqwrSm and C be a G-completely transitive code in H(m, q)
which is not of transitive type. Let the orbits of G on entries be B1, . . . , Bs where s ≥ 2. Then
5Bi (C) = Q Bi for at least s − 1 of the Bi -orbits.
PROOF. Without loss of generality, we may suppose that 5Bi (C) = Q Bi for the first k
orbits of G for some 0 ≤ k ≤ s and 5B j (C) 6= Q B j for k + 1 ≤ j ≤ s. We need to prove
that k ≥ s − 1. Suppose to the contrary that k ≤ s − 2.
Let α ∈ C . We shall write α as (α1, . . . , αs) where αi ∈ 5Bi (C). Since k < s, there
exists βs ∈ (5Bs (C))1. Now by Theorem 5.1, 5Bs (C) is a completely transitive code and
hence is completely regular. Therefore we may choose βs such that βs ∼ αs . So let β =
(α1, . . . , αs−1, βs). Then β ∼ α but there does not exist g ∈ G such that αg = β as βs is not
in the orbit of ρBs (G) containing αs . Therefore β ∈ C1.
Similarly if k < s − 1, there exists βs−1 ∈ (5Bs−1(C))1 such that βs−1 ∼ αs−1. So let
γ = (α1, . . . , αs−2, βs−1, αs). Then γ ∼ α and there does not exist g ∈ G such that αg = γ
as βs−1 is not in the orbit of ρBs−1(G) containing αs−1. Therefore γ ∈ C1 and so there exists
g ∈ G such that βg = γ . However this contradicts βs not being in the same orbit of ρBs (G)
as αs . Therefore k ≥ s − 1. 2
We extend this result to obtain an explicit description of the structure of completely transi-
tive codes with incomplete completely transitive projections.
THEOREM 5.2. Let C be a G-completely transitive code in the graph H(m, q) and let I
be a G-invariant subset of M such that 5I (C) 6= Q I . Then C = 5I (C)× QM\I .
PROOF. Without loss of generality, we may assume that I = {1, . . . , k}. Note that C ⊆
5I (C)× QM\I . By Theorem 5.1, (5I (C))1 = 5I (C1) and hence C1 ⊆ (5I (C))1 × QM\I .
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Recall that Qi denotes the i th direct factor in the decomposition Qm = Q1×· · ·×Qm , see
Eqn. (1). Let α = (α1, . . . , αm) ∈ C , let γk+1 ∈ Qk+1\{αk+1}, and set
ξk+1 = (α1, . . . , αk, γk+1, αk+2, . . . , αm).
Then d(α, ξk+1) = 1 and ξk+1 ∈ 5I (C)× QM\I . So ξk+1 /∈ C1 and therefore ξk+1 ∈ C .
Similarly, if k + 2 ≤ m, then for γk+2 ∈ Qk+2\{αk+2}, the m-tuple
ξk+2 = (α1, . . . , αk, γk+1, γk+2, αk+3, . . . , αm)
lies in C . Proceeding inductively we see that
(α1, . . . , αk)× QM\I ⊆ C,
where (α1, . . . , αk) × QM\I = {(α1, . . . , αk, γ ) : γ ∈ QM\I }, and this holds for all
(α1, . . . , αk) ∈ 5I (C). Therefore 5I (C) × QM\I ⊆ C and so C = 5I (C) × QM\I .
2
The decomposition given in Theorem 5.2 suggests a possible reconstruction method which
produces infinitely many such codes.
THEOREM 5.3. Let C be a G-completely transitive code in the graph H(m, q) and let
J = {m + 1, . . . ,m + k}. Let G = G × (SqwrSk) and C = C × Q J . Then C is a G-
completely transitive code in the graph H(m + k, q).
PROOF. Let i ≤ t , and let β = (β ′, βm+1, . . . , βm+k) ∈ Ci × Q J . By definition of Ci ,
there exists α′ = (α1, . . . , αm) ∈ C such that d(α′, β ′) = i . Then
γ = (α′, βm+1, . . . , βm+k) ∈ C,
and d(γ, β) = d(α′, β ′) = i , and so d(β,C) ≤ i .
Suppose there exists ξ = (ξ1, . . . , ξm+k) ∈ C such that d(β, ξ) = j < i . Then as C =
C × Q J , it follows that
η = (ξ1, . . . , ξm, βm+1, . . . , βm+k) ∈ C,
and d(β, η) = d(β ′, (ξ1, . . . , ξm)) ≤ d(β, ξ) = j < i , and hence d(β ′,C) ≤ j < i
contradicting β ′ ∈ Ci . Therefore d(β,C) = i and hence Ci × Q J ⊆ C i for all i .
On the other hand, if γ ∈ C i\(Ci × Q J ), then γ = (γ ′, γm+1, . . . , γm+k) with γ ′ /∈ Ci .
Since d(γ,C) = i and γ ′ /∈ Ci it follows that j := d(γ ′,C) < i and hence γ ∈ C j × Q J ⊆
C j , which is a contradiction. Hence C i = Ci × Q J . Since G is transitive on Ci and SqwrSk
is transitive on Q J it follows that G is transitive on C i . Hence C × Q J is G-completely
transitive. 2
We now have the following structure theorem for completely transitive codes in the Ham-
ming Graphs. This was the main result of the first author’s honours dissertation [4, Theorem
5.3.5] and Theorem 1.3 follows from it.
THEOREM 5.4. Let C be a code in the graph H(m, q). If C is G-completely transitive,
then there exists a G-invariant subset I of M with complement K such that C = C I × QK ,
and one of
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(1) I = ∅; or
(2) C I is a ρI (G)-transitive, ρI (G)-completely transitive code in the graph H(I, q); or
(3) C I is a ρI (G)-nearly complete, ρI (G)-completely transitive code in H(I, q).
Conversely any code C = C I × QK with one of 1–3 true is G-completely transitive for
G = ρI (G)× (SqwrS|K |).
PROOF. The converse statement follows immediately from Theorem 5.3, so we only need
to prove the forward implication. If C is the complete code, then we have case 1, so we may
assume that C is not the complete code. Let s be the number of orbits of G on entries. If
s = 1, then case 2 holds with K = ∅. We complete the proof by induction on s.
Assume that the result is true for s = i , for some i ≥ 1, and let C be a G-completely
transitive code in H(m, q) with s = i + 1. Then, by Theorem 5.1 and Proposition 5.1, we
may suppose that 5B j (C) = Q B j for j ≤ i. Let J = B1 ∪ . . . ∪ Bi . Then, by Theorem 5.1,
5J (C) is a G-completely transitive code in H(n, q) where n = m−|Bi+1|. Suppose first that
5J (C) 6= Q J . Then, by the inductive hypothesis, 5J (C) satisfies case 3 since 5B j (C) =
Q B j for all j ≤ i . So there exists a G-invariant subset, I of J , such that 5J (C) = C I × QL
where L = J\I and C I is a G-nearly-complete, G-completely transitive code in H(I, q).
Then, by Theorem 5.2, C = C I × QL × Q Bi+1 as in case 3.
Thus we may suppose that 5J (C) = Q J . If 5Bi+1(C) 6= Q Bi+1 , then, by Theorem 5.2,
C = Q J ×5Bi+1(C) as in case 2. So we may assume that 5Bi+1(C) = Q Bi+1 . Let I be any
union of i of the B j . If 5I (C) 6= Q I , then arguing as above, we find that C is as in case 3.
If there does not exist such an I , then C is a G-nearly-complete code, so case 3 holds with
K = ∅. Therefore, by the principle of mathematical induction, the statement is true for all s.
2
Thus to study completely transitive codes in H(m, q), we just need to study nearly complete
and transitive codes, and if all completely transitive codes of these types can be determined,
then we have determined all completely transitive codes in the Hamming Graphs.
6. G-NEARLY COMPLETE CODES AND THEIR SECTIONS
In this section, we investigate G-nearly-complete, G-completely transitive codes and we
show that these codes involve completely transitive codes of transitive type as sections. Our
first result, Theorem 6.1, explores the structure of the distance partition of such a code. It
requires the following lemma.
LEMMA 6.1. Let G 6 SqwrSm and let I ⊆ M be fixed setwise by the action of G on
entries. If ∅ 6= D ⊆ Qm is a G-orbit, then 5I (D) is a ρI (G)-orbit.
PROOF. Let α ∈ 5I (D) and let g ∈ ρI (G). Then there exist α′ ∈ D and g ∈ G such that
5I (α
′) = α and ρI (g) = g. Then (α′)g ∈ D as D is a G-orbit, and hence αg = 5I ((α′)g) ∈
5I (D). Hence 5I (D) is fixed setwise by ρI (G).
Let α, β ∈ 5I (D). Then there exist α′, β ′ ∈ D such that 5I (α′) = α and 5I (β ′) = β.
Since D is a G-orbit there exists g ∈ G such that (α′)g = β ′. Let g = ρI (g). Then g ∈ ρI (G)
and αg = 5I ((α′)g) = β, so 5I (D) is a ρI (G)-orbit. 2
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THEOREM 6.1. Let C be a G-nearly-complete, G-completely transitive code in the graph
H(m, q) with covering radius t . Then for all i = 0, . . . , t , we have that Ci is a G-nearly-
complete code.
PROOF. Let i ≤ t and let I be a proper G-invariant subset of M . Since C is G-nearly-
complete, 5I (C) = Q I . So, by Theorem 5.1, ρI (G) is transitive on Q I . By Lemma 6.1,
5I (Ci ) is a ρI (G)-orbit and so, since ρI (G) is transitive on Q I , we have 5I (Ci ) = Q I . As
this holds for all such I , Ci is a G-nearly-complete code. 2
Let C be a G-completely transitive code with covering radius t . Let J be a proper subset of
M , and let β = (β1, . . . , βm) = (βJ , βM\J ) ∈ C . Then we write
Q J × βM\J = {(δ, βM\J ) : δ ∈ Q J },
and, more generally, for D ⊆ Q J we write
D × βM\J = {(δ, βM\J ) : δ ∈ D}.
For each i = 0, . . . , t , set
Ci (β, J ) = {δ ∈ Q J : (δ, βM\J ) ∈ Ci }.
Note that Ci (β, J )× βM\J = Ci ∩ (Q J × βM\J ). We then have the following definition.
DEFINITION. We call C0(β, J ) the section of C with respect to β and J and we will often
denote this as C(β, J ).
We define G(β, J ) to be the setwise stabilizer in G of Q J × βM\J . Then since Ci is G-
invariant, G(β, J ) is also the setwise stabilizer in G of Ci (β, J )×βM\J for each i = 0, . . . , t .
If we suppose that J is G-invariant, then for each g ∈ G(β, J ) we can define a map ϕJ (g) :
Q J −→ Q J as follows: for δ ∈ Q J , δϕJ (g) is the element of Q J such that
(δ, βM\J )g = (δϕJ (g), βM\J ).
Then the homomorphism
ϕJ : G(β, J ) −→ Aut(H(J, q))
g 7−→ ϕJ (g)
is a permutation representation. Relative to this action, we show that C(β, J ) is a G(β, J )-
completely transitive code in H(J, q).
THEOREM 6.2. Let C be a G-nearly-complete, G-completely transitive code in the graph
H(m, q) with covering radius t ≥ 1. Let β ∈ C and let J be a proper G-invariant subset
of M. Then C(β, J ) is a G(β, J )-completely transitive code with the same covering radius t
and for each i = 0, . . . , t , (C(β, J ))i = Ci (β, J ).
PROOF. By Theorem 6.1, for each i = 0, . . . , t , we have 5M\J (Ci ) = QM\J and hence
Ci (β, J ) 6= ∅. Also the sets Ci (β, J ) partition Q J , and as discussed above, each Ci (β, J ) is
left invariant by ϕJ (G(β, J )).
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Let δ, η ∈ Ci (β, J ). Then (δ, βM\J ), (η, βM\J ) ∈ Ci . Therefore there exists g ∈ G such
that (δ, βM\J )g = (η, βM\J ). Then g ∈ G(β, J ) as J is G-invariant, therefore δϕJ (g) = η
and so each Ci (β, J ) is a ϕJ (G(β, J ))-orbit.
Let i = 0, . . . , t , and let δ ∈ Ci (β, J ). Then (δ, βM\J ) ∈ Ci , and for all γ ∈ C(β, J ) we
have
d(γ, δ) = d((γ, βM\J ), (δ, βM\J )) ≥ d(C, (δ, βM\J )) = i.
Therefore δ ∈ (C(β, J ))i ′ for some i ′ ≥ i . In particular, the covering radius t ′ of C(β, J ) sat-
isfies t ′ ≥ t . Now as Ci (β, J ) is a ϕJ (G(β, J ))-orbit and ϕJ (G(β, J )) leaves each (C(β, J ))k
invariant we have that
Ci (β, J ) ⊆ (C(β, J ))i ′ . (2)
We now use induction on i to show that Ci (β, J ) = (C(β, J ))i . By definition C(β, J ) =
C0(β, J ), so 0′ = 0. Now suppose that for some k = 0, . . . , t − 1, Ci (β, J ) = (C(β, J ))i
for all i ≤ k. Then ⋃
0≤i≤k
(C(β, J ))i =
⋃
0≤i≤k
Ci (β, J ) 6= Q J
since k < t ≤ t ′ and consequently (C(β, J ))k+1 6= ∅. Now for all δ ∈ (C(β, J ))k+1, there
exists γ ∈ C(β, J ) such that d((δ, βM\J ), (γ, βM\J )) = k+1 and so, δ ∈ C j (β, J ) for some
j ≤ k+1. However since Ci (β, J ) = (C(β, J ))i for all i ≤ k, it follows that (C(β, J ))k+1 ⊆
Ck+1(β, J ) and so by equation (2), we have that (C(β, J ))k+1 = Ck+1(β, J ). Then, by the
principle of induction, we have that Ci (β, J ) = (C(β, J ))i for all i = 0, . . . , t . 2
We should also note the following lemma concerning G-nearly-complete codes:
LEMMA 6.2. Let C be a G-nearly-complete code in H(m, q) with covering radius t and
let k be the size of the smallest orbit of G acting on entries. Then t ≤ k.
PROOF. Without loss of generality, we may assume that the smallest orbit of G acting on
entries is I1 = {1, . . . , k}. Let γ = (γ1, . . . , γm) be any vertex in Ct . Then as C is G-nearly-
complete there exists β = (β1, . . . , βk, γk+1, . . . , γm) ∈ C . Therefore d(γ, β) ≤ k and so
t ≤ k. 2
We are now in a position to prove that every G-nearly-complete, G-completely transitive
code has a section C(β, J ) which is a G(β, J )-transitive, G(β, J )-completely transitive code.
THEOREM 6.3. Let C be a G-nearly-complete, G-completely transitive code with covering
radius t ≥ 1 in the graph H(m, q) and let β ∈ C. Then, there exists a proper subset J of
M and a section C(β, J ) of C such that C(β, J ) is a G(β, J )-transitive, G(β, J )-completely
transitive code with covering radius t .
PROOF. Without loss of generality, we may assume that the orbits of G on entries are
I1 = {1, . . . , k}, I2 = {k + 1, . . . , l}, . . . , Is = { j + 1, . . . ,m}
where |I1| ≤ |I2| ≤ · · · ≤ |Is |, and s ≥ 2. Let β ∈ C . Then, by Theorem 6.2, C(β, I1) is a
G(β, I1)-completely transitive code of covering radius t and for all i = 0, . . . , t , (C(β, I1))i =
Ci (β, I1). By Theorem 5.4,
C(β, I1) = CL × QK ,
where L is a G(β, I1)-invariant subset of I1 with complement K and either
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• L = ∅, or
• K = ∅ and CL is a G(β, I1)-transitive, G(β, I1)-completely transitive code in H(L , q)
of covering radius t , or
• K = ∅ and CL is a G(β, I1)-nearly complete, G(β, I1)-completely transitive code in
H(L , q) of covering radius t , or
• K 6= ∅ and CL is a G(β, I1)-transitive, G(β, I1)-completely transitive code in H(L , q)
of covering radius t , or
• K 6= ∅ and CL is a G(β, I1)-nearly complete, G(β, I1)-completely transitive code in
H(L , q) of covering radius t .
If L = ∅, then C(β, I1) = Q I1 and has covering radius 0, which is a contradiction. Therefore
L 6= ∅.
Note that
C(β, L) = {δ ∈ QL : (δ, βM\L) ∈ C}
= {δ ∈ QL : (δ, βI1\L) ∈ C(β, I1)}
= CL .
Also for g ∈ G(β, L) we have
(δ, βI1\L , βM\I1)g = (η, βI1\L , βM\I1),
for some η ∈ QL . Then since I1 is G-invariant g must stabilize Q I1 × βM\I1 and so g ∈
G(β, I1). Hence G(β, L) is the stabilizer of QL × βI1\L in G(β, I1).
Now suppose that K = ∅. Then if CL is a G(β, I1)-transitive, G(β, I1)-completely transi-
tive code in H(L , q), L is our desired subset. So we may assume that CL is a G(β, I1)-nearly
complete, G(β, I1)-completely transitive code in H(L , q). Let N be the smallest orbit of
G(β, I1) on the entries of L . Then C(β, N )×βI1\N = C(β, I1)∩ (QN ×βI1\N ) and G(β, N )
is equal to the stabilizer in G(β, I1) of QN × βM\N . Then, by Theorem 6.2 applied to the
G(β, I1)-nearly complete, G(β, I1)-completely transitive code C(β, I1) with covering radius
t , C(β, N ) is a G(β, N )-completely transitive code in H(N , q) with covering radius t and we
can again apply Theorem 5.4. We temporarily interrupt consideration of this case and consider
together the two possibilities where K 6= ∅.
Suppose K 6= ∅. Now for all i = 0, . . . , t , we have that Ci = (CL)i × QK and hence
Ci (β, L) = (CL)i = (C(β, L))i . Also, as discussed earlier, G(β, L) is equal to the stabi-
lizer of QL × βI1\L in G(β, I1). Then the sets Ci (β, L) partition QL and are invariant under
G(β, L) as each Ci is invariant under G. Let δ, η ∈ Ci (β, L), then (δ, βI1\L) and (η, βI1\L) ∈
Ci (β, I1). Therefore, there exists g ∈ G(β, I1) such that (δ, βI1\L)g = (η, βI1\L). Then as
L is G(β, I1)-invariant, g ∈ G(β, L). Therefore each Ci (β, L) is a G(β, L)-orbit and so
C(β, L) is a G(β, L)-completely transitive code in H(L , q) with covering radius t . Then,
Theorem 5.4 applies again. Thus, whether or not K is empty, either we find an appropriate
section or we are in a situation where we can apply Theorem 5.4 to a G(β, L)-completely
transitive section C(β, L) of the same covering radius t , and with shorter length |L| < m.
If we continue this process, since m is finite we will eventually find a subset J ⊆ I1 such
that C(β, J ) is a G(β, J )-transitive, G(β, J )-completely transitive code and with covering
radius t . 2
We then use Theorem 6.3 to prove the following from which Theorem 1.4 immediately
follows:
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THEOREM 6.4. For every G-completely transitive code C with covering radius t ≥ 1 in
the graph H(m, q), and for each β ∈ C, there exists a subset J of M such that the section
C(β, J ) is a G(β, J )-transitive, G(β, J )-completely transitive code with covering radius t .
PROOF. Since G is transitive on C , we need only prove the result for a fixed codeword
β ∈ C . By Theorem 5.4, and since t ≥ 1, we know that:
C = CL × QK
where L is G-invariant and either
• CL is a G-transitive, G-completely transitive code in H(L , q) with covering radius t ,
or
• CL is a G-nearly-complete, G-completely transitive code in H(L , q) with covering
radius t .
Arguing as in the penultimate paragraph of the proof of Theorem 6.3, CL = C(β, L) is
G(β, L)-completely transitive. If C(β, L) is G(β, L)-transitive, C(β, L) is the required sec-
tion. Otherwise, we proceed as in the proof of Theorem 6.3 2
We now know that every completely transitive code in a Hamming graph involves a com-
pletely transitive code of transitive type in a possibly smaller Hamming graph, but having the
same covering radius. This suggests that the completely transitive codes we should investigate
are those of transitive type and if we learn enough about them, we may be able to determine
the possibilities for nearly complete codes also.
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